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EARLY EDUCATION READING CURRICULUM  

Illinois 
 
 

Sales Revenue:  $4,052,510 
Cash Flow:  $2,562,636 

Asking Price:  $9,649,000 Furniture / Fixtures and Inventory / Stock included 

 

This company, formed in the early 2000s, publishes a copyrighted curriculum for the early 
education industry to aid in reading and language skills. They distribute their curricula to 

thousands of schools both domestically and internationally and the curriculum is available 
in multiple languages. The curricula provide teachers a way to help students develop 

reading skills. They also provide consulting services to all schools that implement their 
curriculum. 

The company has experienced immense growth since inception with high growing 
revenues and profits year over year. The company is able to maintain high cash flows with 
little expenses. In addition, they have extremely low customer concentration rates and lots 
of repeat business each year. However, there are major opportunities for a new owner to 

continue to grow the business at an even higher rate. 
 
 

This information is secured from sources BUSINESS BUYER DIRECTORY, LLC, “BBD”, believes to be reliable and accurate. BBD makes no representations or warranties 
whatsoever as to the accuracy of any of this information. Interested parties of the above noted company must verify the accuracy of this information and conduct their own 
due diligence and bear all risk for any information inaccuracies. BBD: does NOT represent this company or its agents, is not a business broker; are not FINRA/ NASD 
registered, provides only seller contact information, no advisory inputs. This is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation to sell securities. Information is void where prohibited. 
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